Unleashing the
power of SAP Fiori
to modernize digital
user experience

M

ost industries today are posed with a
serious challenge of presenting seamless
user experience, following workflows and
getting approvals on time, which usually delay
crucial decisions, the ability to interact with
corporate applications remotely, and most
importantly, the need to establish a ‘virtual
workplace’.

faced an uphill task to ensure such complaints
were addressed and aligned to the digital
transformation journey that the utility major had
embarked on. Modern SAP User experience
powered by Fiori was the suggested solution to
these challenges.

In one of our recent engagements with a global
utility major, we discovered major concerns
through the results of an employee survey on the
digital positioning of the company. While the
company was embarking on a digital journey, the
non-alignment of internal applications required a
lot of manual intervention, which in turn, delayed
approvals and the company’s ability to promote a
virtual workplace. In addition, another challenge
was the trainings for these applications, as it
involved a time-consuming task of documenting
multiple codes and manual steps. It had huge
implications on employee productivity as well.

It is quite exciting to see how modern SAP User
experience has voyaged from Classic GUI to
NextGenUI. While the classic GUI is still relevant
and prevalent, it involves manual entry of TCodes
and extensive training is required to handle it
and thus, it is prone to errors. Additionally, the
pages could not be rendered seamlessly across
all platforms. Towards the 2000s, this led to
Webdynpros based UI, which gives a
webpage-based semblance and enables
customization. However, the user experience
wasn’t intuitive, had a plain appearance and
involved challenges as far as collaboration with
social sites was concerned.

Departments such as human resources and IT
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Evolution of the SAP User Experience

NextGenUI is built on SAP Fiori,
which constitutes key pillars of
role-based, adaptive, simple,
coherent, and delightful user
experience. It also offers
intuitiveness and a virtual
workplace - the call of the time in
the new digital world leading to an
enriched user experience.

Differentiators v/s Time Matrix
Time
Differentiators

Classic GUI
(Early 90’s)

Webdynpro UIs(2000’s)

• Custom UI developmentserver based
TCodes and transaction
based
Development enablers

• Needs good amount of
coding

• Web IDE integrated
development to build
and deploy to closely
align with agile
development

• Almost nil manual
intervention

• Ability to collaborate with
single sign-on
• Content management and
collaboration with other
sites is an add-on

• Ability to collaborate with
single sign-on, cloudbased services and
addresses socialization
needs

• Uniform screen semblance
but can be customized to
some extent

• User experience on par
with global digital UI
standards

• Tedious Filtering and
search across different
screens

• Gives a very typical blue
and white screen format
• Ability to integrate with
compatible services

• Ability to integrate, service
orchestrate and
collaborate with external
data and services

Rendering across different
browsers and platforms is
not supported.

Rendering across different
browsers and platforms is
not well supported

Browser compatibility and
rendering across all
platforms supported

Not so well-supported

with Fiori client available on
different mobile OS for
consumption. Additional
security features built with
the client

• Involves extensive user
training

• Uniform Screen semblance

Appearance

• Seamless user
experience with
ability to leverage on
standard add-ons
available out of the box

• Less manual intervention
compared to classic GUI

• Needs manual intervention
and good knowledge to
traverse across screens
Usability

• Evolves to web page
based development

Fiori UX
(New Age)

Compatibility

Not supported
Mobile capability
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Under the new digital framework, SAP provides
tools like:
SAP Jam that enables collaboration between
content to process information and integration
with back-office systems.
SAP Build that enables immediate articulation of
user stories to prototype screens, ability to
incorporate feedback and hence, seamless user
experience.

Questions that organizations are
confronted with:
•

It is amazing to see where this is going but
how do I go ahead in this journey?

• I have a complex hybrid landscape and many
legacy systems in scope. Will I ever be able to
modernize my user experience to align with
SAP digital User Experience?
• What kind of guidance can I get during
this journey?

3-Step Approach to modernize user
experience with SAP:

learnings from the assessment phase. It
evaluates device compatibility of the desired
user experience, efforts needed for renovation,
existing legacy & hybrid components mapping to
the digital world and different options around
legacy and hybrid landscapes renovation. Around
this phase, workshops are integral to have an
effective user discussion, present our
understanding, analyze the options for
renovation and to have a conversation around the
new digital user experience and security needs
of the new ecosystem.
Digital Renovation is the final step in this
journey. It involves the design thinking
methodology for consolidated evaluations and
the prototype of the desired user experience. The
prototype provides a modular view of the
different relationships that exist within the UI
ecosystem and serves as a strong foundation for
design of the digital user experience. This
renovates to SAP Fiori, the digital offering from
SAP UX built with strong intuitiveness and
seamless interoperability in mind. This step
further promotes using other SAP tools including
SAP Build & FLASH that support different
aspects of the UI ecosystem.

Conclusion
We advise a three-step journey to modernize and
align with SAP digital User Experience.
• Assessment
• Evaluation
• Digital Renovation
Assessment involves understanding the existing
landscape and evaluating the structure of
components in the landscape. It includes
preparing an assessment checklist on the legacy
rating, hybrid structures and complexity
interpretation. The step involves a deep dive into
the business processes, packages of the
landscape and the current level of
standardization.
Evaluation involves taking a very critical
business decision based on the key aspects and
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Digital SAP UX is, to a huge extent, a possibility
even on the most complex hybrid landscape.
With a systematic approach toward digital
renovation, organisations can achieve tangible
cost benefits, low cost of trainings, thereby
enabling mobilization and a virtual workplace,
and most importantly, delighting users. From
several customer engagements, we have gained
insights around benefit margins improving from
30-80% due to productivity and reduced support
cost. In addition to this, the key challenges of
frequent manual intervention and being prone to
errors can be handled effectively. User
experience is an integral component for
seamless rendering of all services, enabling easy
and intuitive user interaction. Moving toward
operational agility empowers personalization,
improves productivity and drives insight
to action.
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